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CLARIFICATION NO. 1

To the Bidding Document for the procurement of Repair and modernization of the diesel locomotives series 2062 - International competitive bidding
(ICB), with reference number HZC-ICB 03/15 - under Sustainable Croatian Railways in Europe Project - IBRD Loan No. 8502-HR

TO ALL FIRMS THAT HAVE PURCHASED THE BIDDING DOCUMENT

Dear Sir/Madame,

With reference to the stated subject, HŽ CARGO d.o.o. herewith is providing clarification towards all Bidders.

Please find enclosed Clarification Table with the questions received and answers given.

Yours sincerely,

Project Manager
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Attachment: Clarification Table

CLARIFICATION TABLE

No. of
Question

Question Reference in the
Bidding
Document

No. of
Answer

Answer Clarification or
Amendment

1. We hereby confirm our interest in participating in
the procedure intiated by you for the Procurement
of Non Consultant Services, with Bid/Contract no.
HZC-ICB 03/15, and in order to draw an offer as
accurate as possible, please clarify the following
aspects:

The experience required for the bidder in Section II
BDS – 5.5 (b) has to be for the exact locomotive

Section II 5.5 (b)

1. Client HZ Cargo Ltd will accept the
bidder's experience on services overhaul

Clarification
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series 2062? The locomotive series 2062 are
actually the same locomotives as series 664
locomotives from the former Yugoslav Republic,
with small modernisation works. They are also very
similar with the locomotives series 661 and 644.

If the experience required to be demonstrated by
the Bidder that should include as a minimum that
he has executed during the last twelve years, is the
services performed on diesel locomotive series
661, 644, or 664, it would be validate as the exact
experience that is required by you?

If so, please please rephrase yours request in
Section II BDS – 5.5 (b):
„The experience required to be demonstrated by
the Bidder should include the services of a similar
nature and complexity equivalent to the Services on
locomotives 2062 during the last 12 years.
As an evidence the Bidder shall submit a list of
contracts of services performed on locomotives
2062, showing that he has executed the services
similar nature and complexity equivalent to the
Services required; a list shall be accompanied by
confirmation of the counterparty of the satisfactorily
execution of the contracts.“
So, that the conditions that the bidder has to meet
wont be so restrictive, as there is only one player
on the market whom already did the modernization
for these type of locomotive

2.

3.

and modernization of the locomotive
series: 661, 644 and 644, since it is a
similar to locomotives series 2062.

Client HZ Cargo Ltd will accept the
bidder's offer (and validate) who has
performed the repair and modernization of
the locomotive series 661, 644 and 644
during the past twelve years.

Given the above, Client HŽ Cargo Ltd
does not consider it is necessary to
change Tender documentation in the
"Section II, BDS - 5.5. (b) but will accept
all the technical evidence of the bidder
who performed the service overhaul and
modernization  diesel locomotives series;
661, 644 and 644.
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